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Abstract: Multi-physics modeling is essential to many modern engineering problems ranging 
from moisture ingress in cementitious materials, ion transport in batteries, hydrogen diffusion in 
metals, and soil consolidation. This presentation details a modeling framework for studying the 
response of plastically deformable materials due to the presence and transport of a chemical 
species. The constitutive model incorporates experimental results from the literature to capture 
the elastic and plastic material property evolution coupled with chemical diffusion. Since the 
mathematical model is not amenable to analytical solutions, a robust computational framework 
will be presented for solving the resulting coupled partial differential equations. I will establish 
the need to obtain non-negative concentrations for the diffusant, which is not the case with many 
popular numerical formulations. These unphysical violations will be particularly predominant 
when the diffusion process is anisotropic. The proposed computational framework employs an 
optimization-based numerical scheme that preserves physical constraints (e.g., non-negative 
concentrations) and mathematical properties (e.g., maximum principles). Representative 
numerical examples are provided to glean the underlying physics of degrading elastoplastic 
solids due to chemical transport; 
for example, how plastic zones 
evolve via material degradation. 
The talk will conclude by 
highlighting planned efforts to 
extend this unique framework 
for modeling the inverse of 
degradation (i.e., healing) in 
heterogeneous materials along 
with a discussion of related 
outstanding problems. 
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